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Cisco Collaboration Update  
April 2018, Dave Michels  

1. Overview 
1. Cisco hosted its Collaboration Summit in Phoenix, Arizona, in April 2018. It was Cisco’s first major 

Collaboration event since closing on its BroadSoft acquisition. 

2. In his opening keynote, Rowan Trollope presented Cisco Collaboration’s journey as a steady progression 

on themes introduced several years ago. Trends in consumer communications indicated that enterprise 

communications and collaboration needed to evolve. Specifically, these changes guided the shift 

toward messaging as a preferred communications modality and cloud-delivered services as a 

consumption model.  

3. Trollope stated Cisco Collaboration’s mission is to provide “incredible collaboration technology” that is 

accessible to all employees and at any size organization. The division’s guiding principles are: simple, 

compelling, affordable, secure, and open.  

4. The event was primarily targeted at partners and customers. Also in attendance were industry analysts, 

consultants, press, and a small number of service providers. The last Collaboration Summit was in 2016. 

This fall, Cisco will also host “Connections,” which was BroadSoft’s annual event aimed at service 

providers.  

5. Webex got promoted from a specific product to the principal brand of Cisco Collaboration. The Webex 

portfolio includes the Webex backbone platform, two client families (Webex Meetings and Webex 

Teams), Webex calling (UCaaS), and a portfolio of endpoints. Also, note the change in preferred case: 

“Webex” instead of “WebEx.”  

6. Cisco has not completed its BroadSoft integration strategy. It is, however, clear that BroadSoft is a very 

strategic fit.  

7. Cisco Spark was heavily used before and during the Collaboration Summit for coordination and 

communications. Cisco created separate teams and channels for various groups and topics. One 

channel was broadcast-only (event information and content distribution), and other channels were 

highly interactive.  

2. Announcements at Collaboration Summit  
1. The rebranding of Cisco Spark to Webex Teams. Although the vision remains largely the same, it is more 

than just a rebranding. Webex Teams offers the full functionality of Webex Meetings (formerly WebEx) 

as well as workstream collaboration features. Webex users can mix-n-match Webex Meetings with 

Webex Teams clients depending on user needs.  

2. Webex Meetings and Webex Teams sport UI upgrades from WebEx and Spark. The new look sports a 

minimal design, and several new features represent the best of both solutions.  

3. Cisco Webex Share is a new HDMI dongle product (conceptually similar to Chromecast) for sharing 

digital content during in-person meetings. Since it also works with remote participants (audio or video), 

it represents a single content-sharing solution for both types of meetings. It pairs with nearby Webex 

Meetings or Webex Teams clients.  
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4. The proximity detection feature of Cisco telepresence endpoints (now Webex endpoints) is extended to 

cloud-connected deployments.  

5. Cisco announced a new Collaboration Flex Plan – a subscription-licensing model for cloud-delivered 

solutions. Cisco appears to be moving away from perpetual licenses.  

6. Cisco renamed its customer care and contact center solutions to Customer Journey Solutions. It is also 

merging Spark Care and BroadSoft CC-One into a new solution called Customer Journey Platform. This is 

slated as Cisco’s strategic contact center solution. It is a cloud-delivered, omnichannel contact center 

with predictive analytics routing, integrated collaboration, and native Salesforce integration.   

7. Webex Assistant, the previously announced Cisco virtual assistant, offers voice-controlled, AI-powered 

assistance in Webex meetings. Webex Assistant responds to a wake-word to control several aspects of 

a meeting. Cisco will make Webex Assistant available to most endpoints including telephones.  

8. Hybrid Media Services, now called Video Mesh, uses onsite hardware for the audio, video, and content 

share streams for Cisco Spark. These hybrid media nodes can now be used with Webex meetings. 

9. Webex Graph is a new data model element of the Webex platform that encapsulates and manages the 

connections between objects in a system (people, meetings, devices, messages, spaces, etc.). The graph 

will supply Webex with the data it needs to learn and assist. Cisco intends to expose elements of Webex 

Graph via API for developers.  

10. The new Cisco Collaboration Flex Plan enhances and replaces the Cisco Spark Flex Plan with increased 

scope and flexibility.  

11. Here are some selected numbers that Cisco shared at the event. Most were unsourced:  

a) 59% market share in worldwide cloud calling (includes BroadSoft’s provider customers).  

b) Contact Center share in NA is 37%, followed by Avaya and Genesys with 26% each. 20 B calls 

processed in Cisco contact centers.  

c) 12 M new endpoint devices shipped 

d) +20 M cloud voice users. 

e) Web conferencing market share 55% and climbing 

f) Video conferencing market share 53% and climbing.  

g) Over 6 B meeting minutes per month 

h) Three-quarters of double-digit growth in video conferencing 

12. Cisco Corporate is planning a major marketing push for its collaboration business to launch this spring.  

3. Collaboration Flex Plan 
1. Cisco introduced its Spark Flex Plan in 2016. The new Collaboration Flex plan is now positioned as the 

primary procurement vehicle for Cisco Collaboration.  

2. The Collaboration Flex Plan still includes meetings, calling, and team collaboration, and adds more 

meetings value, including support for up to 1,000 participants, global PSTN services, and additional 

storage. Also, ProPack is now included.  

3. A named user option was added as another option to enterprise agreements for Calling subscriptions. 

4. Organizations can mix and match different meetings and calling models to create a customized 

subscription. For example, they can purchase Calling using the Named User model, and combine that 

with Meetings purchased as an Enterprise Agreement or Active User model.  Or, purchase Meetings 
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using the Active User model and combine with Calling purchased in an Enterprise Agreement or Named 

Users for Calling. 

5. Customer Journey services will be added later this year.  

4. Dave’s Thoughts 

General  
1. Cisco is rapidly shifting from a premises-based and perpetual license model to cloud-delivered services. 

Prior to the Collaboration Summit, the cloud portfolio included newly acquired BroadSoft (which is also 

transitioning from perpetual licenses to recurring services), Webex, Spark, and cloud-connected 

endpoints. The new Webex platform is now the single brand for calling, meetings, teams, and cloud-

connected devices. There are no branding changes to MX and SX series room endpoints or IP Phones. 

2. Although it had a slow start, Cisco Collaboration has rapidly transitioned to cloud-first in only a few 

years. This is evident in many areas including sales, marketing, licensing, and portfolio.  

3. There were no major announcements associated with Cisco premises-based software. Communications 

Manager, Contact Center, and Jabber will all continue to see incremental upgrades. However, Cisco’s 

shift toward cloud-first still has a strong focus on hardware endpoints.  

4. The portfolio roadmap regarding Webex and BroadSoft is incomplete. There are several indicators that 

the acquisition will be successful and is critical to success. What we do know:  

a) BroadSoft’s BroadCloud will be the primary engine for Webex calling.  

b) BroadSoft providers are expected to embrace the larger Webex portfolio.  

c) BroadSoft’s CC-One (based on its acquisition of Transera) is emerging as Cisco’s strategic contact 

center solution.  

d) BroadSoft’s IMS capabilities enable PBX-powered cellular services and unlock the next generation 

of opportunity.  

e) BroadSoft expands Cisco’s reach into mid-market and service providers.  

5. A few areas still offer largely untapped potential with BroadSoft. For example, Cisco is looking at 

channel incentives to drive partners to bring opportunities to service providers.  

6. Cloud-first means new features, products, and capabilities are introduced to the cloud model before 

premises-based solutions. Cisco is working to address some functional disparities that still favor 

premises-based solutions. For example, proximity detection on cloud-connected video endpoints now 

work the same way as premises-based deployments.  

7. Microsoft and Cisco have made similar transitions from UC to messaging-centric models. Both involved 

entirely new clients, back-end services, and re-use of core infrastructure. Microsoft’s transition was 

relatively abrupt when compared to Cisco. However, Cisco has transitioned without discontinuing 

products. Additionally, it stayed consistent with its channel-first commitment, and leveraged a 23-year-

old brand.  

8. Rowan Trollope has built an all-star communications and collaboration leadership team within Cisco 

Collaboration. This includes: 

a) Jason Goecke: VP/GM Webex Teams and Assistant, former CEO of Tropo.  

b) Jonathan Rosenberg: VP/CTO Collaboration, VoIP pioneer, co-author of SIP and STUN IETF 

standards. 
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c) Sri Srinivasan: VP and GM, Team Collaboration Group, formerly GM and CTO of Microsoft 

Dynamics, GM Microsoft Cloud Business Solutions.  

d) Michael Tessler: UC Cloud Calling & BroadSoft Business Leader, former CEO/Founder of BroadSoft. 

e) Vasili Triant: GM and VP of Customer Journey Solutions, former CEO of Serenova, VP Cloud 

Applications at ShoreTel. 

f) Tim Tuttle: SVP, former CEO of MindMeld (AI) 

g) OJ Winge: SVP Collaboration Video Technology Group, former leader of Cisco Collaboration, 

former CEO of Tandberg and CEO/Founder of Acano.  

9. In addition to the leadership team’s credentials, it’s also noteworthy that they were available and 

accessible at the Collaboration Summit (including Trollope). Also, at the Collaboration Summit were at 

least two Cisco Corporate C-Levels (CTO and CMO). 

On Flex  
10. Flex Plan revisions appear to have two objectives: Drive broader adoption of services and a shift away 

from perpetual licenses. Cisco is offering to “trade-up” licenses for subscriptions.  

11. Webex Teams is included with Webex Meetings and Calling subscriptions. Effectively, Cisco is charging 

for its meeting service and giving away its Team Collaboration service.  

12. Cisco has effectively created a bundled offering, similar to Office 365, that encourages the adoption of 

new services (Teams and Calling). The plan allows up to 20% growth without adjustment.  

On Branding 
13. Personally, I found the brands Spark, Slack, and Circuit confusingly similar.  

14. Cisco had been attempting to leverage Webex within Spark. For example, “Spark Meetings powered by 

Webex.” As Spark began to evolve its meetings solution, two separate and dissimilar experiences were 

evolving. The Spark name and logo had a long way to go to match or replace Webex as a brand, but 

Team Chat may indeed replace standalone conferencing apps.  

15. In addition to the Spark/Webex changes, Cisco also rebranded its customer engagement solutions to 

Customer Journey solutions. Within the portfolio, BroadSoft’s CC-One gets promoted to the Cisco 

Customer Journey Platform.  

16. Now, both Avaya and Cisco have moved away from “Engagement” for contact center solutions. Avaya 

shifted from Engagement to Experience earlier this year.  

17. Cisco is leveraging the “Buyer’s Journey,” which conveys the transformation from prospect to 

customer. However, “journey” may backfire regarding contact center solutions. Journey carries a 

connotation of time (shorter:trips vs. longer:journeys). Contact center staff and customers are seeking 

shorter interactions.  

On the Webex Platform 
18. Workstream Collaboration/Team Chat is an emerging area that overlaps with UC and conferencing. 

Cisco’s product and branding changes position Webex Teams as a natural extension of meetings rather 

than an alternative.  

19. The two new clients, Webex Meetings and Webex Teams, received upgrades (from the previous WebEx 

and Spark clients). The two clients now provide a single, common experience for meetings that includes 

the best features of the two separate apps.   
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20. The meetings experience now supports common audio and video calling (finally), up to 25 thumbnails 

on desktop clients. Meetings participants can use either client.  

21. Webex Teams now sports a minimal design UI. It also offers a tighter integration with Google and 

Microsoft calendaring and highlights upcoming meetings.  

22. Cisco also demonstrated integration to Microsoft Dynamics via an approvals PowerApp. A purchase 

order was rejected, then after clarification via messaging within Webex Teams, approved.  

23. New major features: 

a) Cisco also introduced a new teams model within meetings that gives all participants equal rights 

(presenter rights), as teams are less hierarchical (presenter vs .participant) than traditional 

meetings. 

b) The Webex Graph positions Cisco for machine learning. It tracks the relationships between users, 

teams, spaces, devices, files, and other attributes.  

c) Cisco has also built a common management interface (Webex Control Hub) that includes 

diagnostics and analytics.  

d) Cisco Webex Assistant will soon be standard on room system hardware. Previewed last fall, it 

allows users to control shared room systems with common tasks via natural speech.  

24. Presented Webex Futures:  

a) Cisco intends to bring its natural language speech assistant to desktop endpoints. The assistant will 

replace dialtone and also provide whispered, in-call notifications.  

b) Cisco demonstrated a new augmented reality (AR) capability on Apple iOS devices where a 3D 

object was virtually inserted into a live Webex meting video stream. The feature is expected to 

become standard in Webex, though few details were available. 

On Cisco Webex Share 
25. Meetings increasingly involve shared, digital content. The approaches to sharing content tend to vary 

for local/offline meetings vs. meetings with remote participants. Offline meetings tend to use video 

cables, wireless sharing such as Miracast or Apple AirPlay, or wireless devices such as Google 

Chromecast or Barco ClickShare.  

26. The Webex Share device is an intriguing development that allows an organization to standardize on a 

single content-sharing approach regardless if the meeting is local-only or involves remote participants.  

27. Cisco eliminates some common friction points with Webex Share:  

a) Cisco hopes a single approach provides consistency and familiarity benefits.  

b) It is using its proximity detection with ultrasonic pairing to simplify the connection process.  

c) The Webex consistency should also reduce the need to switch inputs on the display device. 

d) By sharing over LAN (wired or wireless), the Cisco solution avoids the right-connector problem and 

can support PCs and mobile devices of all major operating systems.  

28. Webex Share can be used with free Webex accounts without access to premium features such as 

Control Hub and calendar integration.   

29. Local content-sharing alternatives:  

a) Barco ClickShare provides a universal dongle for PC video-out that pairs a receiver to the television 

or projector. This solution does not require access to the LAN. Barco claimed in September 2017 

that it had shipped more than 300,000 wireless sharing systems. 
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b) Chromecast is mostly associated with consumer video streaming, but it can also be used to share 

video content. Chromecasts sell for about $35. Last October, Google announced that it sold 55 

million Chromecasts.  

30. Cisco expects Webex Share devices to sell for about $400 each. That’s about 10 times higher than a 

Chromecast, but about a tenth of the ClickShare.  

31. Cisco is flexing its hardware muscle. It has the ability to design, build, and distribute custom hardware, 

unlike many of its competitors.  

Competitive Positioning 
32. Cisco Webex brand is a well-established and growing.  

33. Cisco is working to ensure a migration path, and has not discontinued any products. Customers can 

continue with Cisco UC, Webex Meetings, and Webex Teams separately. For example, Webex Meetings 

could provide conferencing services with minimal overlap at an organization using Avaya UC and Slack 

messaging.  

34. Cisco is using integrated endpoints (phones, rooms, whiteboard, even headsets) as a key differentiator. 

For example, Cisco’s room endpoints offer proximity detection, AI processors, and the Webex Assistant. 

35. Cisco is using security as a key differentiator for Webex Teams:  

a) Cisco’s architecture enables a fully encrypted solution.  

b) Webex Teams supports compliance tools that can monitor and enforce content policies.  

c) Cisco’s single-instance architecture facilitates interorganizational collaboration without the need 

for federation or guest accounts. This was exemplified by Cisco’s use of Spark with attendees at 

the Collaboration Summit. Few other Team Chat app vendors can or choose to do this.  

d) The workstream collaboration paradigm is most effective if organizations upload all of their 

content and conversations, which can put a business at risk. It is indeed odd how much consumers 

and enterprises alike implicitly trust their providers. Cisco is well positioned as privacy concerns 

increase.  

36. Workstream collaboration apps often act as a portal to other content, which requires rich integration 

capabilities and partnerships. Cisco “sparked” this ecosystem with a $150 M development fund, and 

some of those partners were on display at the Collaboration Summit. Cisco is also actively embracing 

workflows with Microsoft including Outlook (scheduling and presence), Active Directory (SSO and 

mouse-over profiles), and PowerApps integrations such as (Dynamics) PO approvals.  

37. Breadth and reach: Cisco cloud services offer meetings, telephony, contact center, and endpoints for 

desktops and rooms in most countries.  

38. Cisco positions its Webex global backbone as a strategic differentiator. It has significantly upgraded the 

network.  

a) Cisco relaunched/ported Spark Hybrid Media Services as Webex Video Mesh. The relaunch 

provides premises-based local hardware for improved quality and security. The local hardware is 

cloud-managed and provisioned.   

b) The converged network now supports increased user controls, multi-streaming and common PSTN 

Audio for user-controlled audio options. Cisco Webex now supports narrow IP subnet ranges 

enabling easy and secure firewall traversal for real-time voice and video. 
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Concerns 
39. The Webex brand is tightly associated with real-time meetings. Many alternative team collaboration 

apps stress communications before, during, after, and in-lieu of actual meetings.  

40. Workstream Collaboration is a new, evolving category. The early narrative was about how it fits in a 

modern enterprise – for example, why it’s better than email, productivity implications of messaging, 

mobile-first collaboration, content discovery, the benefits of integrated workflows, and the social 

benefits of open communications. Workstream collaboration is a new way to work that can actually 

reduce the need for real-time meetings. Cisco was a thought leader in this area, but has now radically 

shifted its narrative to extending meetings with Team Collaboration. Webex Teams runs the risk of 

being associated with meetings.  

41. There are still a lot of gaps in the BroadSoft integration strategy that will probably take most of 2018 to 

resolve. Will Cisco manage channel conflict between providers and VARs or align them to work 

together? Is UC-One a long-term client (does Cisco need three softphones)? Does Cisco really need HCS, 

BroadCloud, and BroadWorks?   

42. The use of common nouns for brands is never a good idea. Gmail, for example, is a better name than 

Google Mail. The emerging workstream market is already confusing, and now Microsoft and Cisco are 

both offering the Teams brand to describe their product, benefit, and customers. The result will be an 

increase of (avoidable) confusion. (Bonus: Microsoft Teams relies on Office 365 Groups.)  

43. Cisco has not made significant technical progress in contact center solutions, yet grew market share last 

year. The strategy is to build out its Customer Journey platform (Transera + Spark Care) with increased 

functionality that also complements existing premises-based offers. That’s a tall order.  

44. Cisco Collaboration is largely the result of acquisitions (Webex in 2007, Tandberg in 2009, Tropo in 

2015, Acano in 2016, Mindmeld in 2017, BroadSoft in 2018).  

45. Cisco is risking “Webex” as a one-word brand/verb. Webex is now two words: “Webex Meetings,” 

”Webex Platform,” and “Webex Teams.” 

46. Somewhat surprising is Cisco’s lack of interest in CPaaS. The Webex platform does have APIs, an 

emerging ecosystem of partners, and integrations with major services such as Office 365. However, 

there is no usage-based model similar to Twilio or Vonage/Nexmo. The Tropo suite is not evolving.  

Final Thoughts 
47. The brand change was surprising, but now seems obvious. It must have been hard to walk away from 

the Cisco Spark branding efforts that occurred over the past three years.  

48. It is clear that Team Chat is becoming central to enterprise collaboration. However, differentiation via 

messaging is difficult. Instead, the vendors are relying on other forms of differentiation (Facebook with 

familiarity, Microsoft with Office 365 integration, Slack with extensibility and APIs, etc.).  

49. Cisco has done an impressive job of pivoting its portfolio and focus to the cloud. In just a few years, 

Cisco Collaboration has promoted Webex to its primary brand, and pivoted/acquired nearly its entire 

focus toward cloud-delivered services and recurring revenue.  

50. A key part of Cisco’s strategic differentiation is the seamless experience of hardware and software. This 

is contrary to the common misperception that software is all that matters. Software is indeed eating 

the world, but still involves endpoints. Note that Google, Facebook, and Microsoft are all investing 

heavily in hardware.   


